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10) Case Study â€“ Brazil The causes of deforestation are the rapid increase (by tenfold) of the non-indigenous
population in the Amazon, a substantial increase.

Amazon deforestation in dramatic decline, official figures show. National and international organisations such
as the National Commission of Forests, the National Institute for Space Research to monitor progress via
satellite and the World Bank to help fund the initiative. The initiative Lula da Silva asked the committee of
ministers to produce a coordinated plan to reduce deforestation. In Brazil, all land which is not privately
owned belongs to the states, although some supra-state agencies regulate forest exploitation. The second
largest is the Congo in central Africa, and other important rainforests can be found in Central America, the
Caribbean, and Southeast Asia. Brazil even used incentive measures to control the deforestation in the region.
One main push factor is due to the conservation efforts from the governmental levels. Those trees are
eventually cleared and used for wood pulp, or burned, and the area is converted into cattle pastures. The report
linked the soybean industry to deforestation, global warming, water pollution, and even the use of slave labour
to clear land. Nepstad et al. Where high-value species are absent, settlers often log areas themselves near
government roads and send the logs to local mills. Trees have developed lateral plane roots in the rain forest to
ensure stability because the lack of soil fertility discourages deep tap root growth for this purpose. However, it
must be noted that Brazil is currently back in the rising trend on deforestation due to inadequate cooperations
between the different parties and the slackening on the conservative laws on the governing side. They
collaborated in many ways, for example: Azevedo worked with the National Commission of Forests, scientist,
and representatives from the private sector, civil society and the indigenous community representatives to draft
the Law. It is definitely not an easy task and not possible without the close cooperation between the
government, the private companies and the communities. The action plan was to be implemented in three
phases: The first phase would involve the expansion of the number of protected areas and implement
command-and-control policies to improve the monitoring and enforcement of forest protection. The third
phase included efforts to build more sustainable development and production chains and encourage
agricultural intensification rather than expansion. At first, only high-value hardwoods such as mahogany were
logged, and, as these trees are dispersed throughout the forest, logging was selective. Only a few species and
trees per hectare are taken at first; then logging becomes more intensive as roads and market access improve.
A single tree may house more than 40 different ant species, each of which has a different ecological function
and may alter the habitat in distinct and important ways. The NGOs persuaded the government and the
relevant industries to impose the soy and beef moratoria. The Amazon rainforest in South America is the
largest in the world. As for soybean and cattle production, the industry makes use of already deforested land
rather than clearing more forested regions to meet the rising demand. Loggers cut out the best timber for
domestic use or export, and in the process knock over many other less valuable trees. We might expect a lush
rainforest to grow from incredibly rich, fertile soils, but actually, the opposite is true. The central government
is also the sponsor of colonization. Many modern medicines are derived from rainforest plants, and several
very important food crops originated in the rainforest, including bananas, mangos, chocolate, coffee, and sugar
cane. This is effective as the industry compromises to use these existing land. In most places, trees are first cut
for timber and wood pulp; then the logging roads are used to provide access for a transient population of
farmers, who clear what vegetation remains by burning. The activities most often encouraging new road
development are timber harvesting and mining. Implementation to address the problem began in and was
coordinated by the Office of the Chief of Staff of the President. But they are one of the most threatened types
of ecosystems in the world today. Population growth and poverty encourage poor farmers to clear new areas of
rainforest, and their efforts are further exacerbated by government policies that permit landless peasants to
establish legal title to land that they have cleared. Congressional representatives, business, scientists,
indigenous community representatives and Brazilian civil society, who were strongly supportive of the plan
and came together to help draft the Law, under the aegis of Tasso Azevedo, the director of the National Forest
Programme. Also, clear cutting one small area may damage hundreds or thousands of established species
interactions that reach beyond the cleared area. These cycles of land use, which are driven by poverty and
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population growth as well as government policies, have led to the rapid loss of tropical rainforests. After a few
years, the vegetation is sufficiently degraded to make it not profitable to raise cattle, and the land is sold to
poor farmers seeking out a subsistence living. Bibliography View bibliography. Both metaphors are likely
appropriate in some cases. Another strategy is to develop a mutualistic relationship with a long-distance
pollinator, like a specific bee or hummingbird species. Boucher, What are the main reasons why Brazil has
attained such successful drop in deforestation despite the increase in demand for soybean and cattle industry
shown in the Figure above? With these funds, the government was able to carry out the different
environmental efforts mentioned earlier. Reference List Boucher, D. Along the Belem-Brasilia highway,
logging has become mechanized, and as many as tree species are utilized.


